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Lit.

Beginning with her 2009 series Today I
Wrote Nothing—comprising twenty-two
photographs of poems composed from
fragments of a brief 1937 journal entry
by then-imprisoned Russian author Daniil
Kharms—Natalie Czech has produced
a distinct body of work that blurs the acts
of writing and photographing, reading
and seeing. Her deft use of text and
photography of cultural artifacts builds
on the legacies of pop, conceptual
art, and appropriation art of the 1980s,
yet her focus on the materiality of
language also continues early-twentiethcentury avant-garde practices in poetry,
such as the calligram (in which the text
forms an image related to the subject)
and the cut-up (in which words from
various sources are cut apart and pasted
together).
For her recent series, Poems by Repetition
(2013–14), the German artist highlights
or obscures quotidian prose on printed
ephemera and consumer goods—from
iPads and magazine articles to LP covers
and overdrive pedals—to reveal the
poems of well-known American authors.
All the works in the series consist of two
or more images that appear to be the
same but are, in actuality, slightly different,
mimicking photographic reproduction
as well as techniques of poetic repetition.
As a starting point for the series, Czech
cites Gertrude Stein’s 1922 work “Saints
and Singing,” which uses repetition
as a structuring device. Aram Saroyan’s
minimal poem “o r // o r” emerges from
a grid of photographed ukuleles in A Poem
by Repetition by Aram Saroyan II (2014),
Hart Crane’s vice-versa questions
appear on two Kindle screens (one black,
the other white), and Allen Ginsberg’s
ode to himself materializes across three
photographs of the same magazine page
containing images from artist Robert
Longo’s 1979 Men in the Cities series.

As with poetry, sound is an essential
component to the series, and Czech
often uses objects related to pop music
to create layered meanings. In A Poem
by Repetition by Aram Saroyan (2013),
for example, Czech alters and photographs
the LP single of Pink Floyd’s “Money”
(1973). The three photographs, repeating
the album title, fashion the visual poem
“ney/mo/money.” The images evoke
the staccato lines of both the poem
and song as well as the chimes of a cash
register. While Czech uses album covers
for several other works in the series,
she conjures music in other ways too.
A Poem by Repetition by Emmett Williams
II (2013) is constructed from three
photographs of an overdrive pedal known
as “American Woman” (see page 8);
the amplifier company Tech 21 developed
it in 2003 to generate a distorted cascading
effect like the one used in the guitar solo
of its namesake song by The Guess Who.
In Williams’s poem the sound seems to
similarly distort from “a man // a woman //
a men” while also referencing both
the product and song. In each instance,
Czech allows the histories and functions
of the objects to resonate with the poems
and surrounding contexts.

A Poem by Repetition
by Aram Saroyan, 2013

While most of the source materials
for Poems by Repetition are relics of
increasingly outmoded forms of print
and popular culture (magazine pages
and album covers, for example), the series
manages to evoke the often fragmented
and combinatory ways in which words,
pictures, and even sounds, circulate today,
i.e., via recycled links and posts on digital
media platforms or multiple “windows”
on a computer screen. In an age marked
by commentary on the decline of reading
and the acceleration of a vapid visual
culture, Czech rewards those who take
the time to read and look closely, again
and again.

Natalie Czech
Poems by Repetition
Drew Sawyer, an art
historian and curator,
is currently Beaumont and
Nancy Newhall Curatorial
Fellow at the Museum
of Modern Art, New York.
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Simple things
one wants to say
like, what’s the day
like, out there—
who am I
and where.

A Poem by Repetition by
Robert Creeley #2, 2013
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A star
is as far
as the eye
can see
and
as near
as my eye
is to me

A Poem by Repetition
by Gregory Corso, 2013
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I made love to myself
in the mirror, kissing my own lips,
saying, “I love myself,
I love you more than anybody.”

A Poem by Repetition
by Allen Ginsberg, 2013
All works © VG Bild-Kunst,
Bonn, and Natalie Czech
and courtesy Capitain Petzel,
Berlin, and Kadel Willborn,
Düsseldorf, Germany
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